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In this essentially Unsolved Problems of Noise (UPoN) paper we further study the question recently posed in
Fluctuation and Noise Letters (December 2007), if there is and interaction between bodies with correlated
information content, and weather the observed weight transients during/after changing the information content
in memory devices is due to a new type of interaction, a new type of "fifth force", or it is only a classical
mechanism. We briefly discuss the issue of the great experimental uncertainty of the Newtonian gravitation
constant. We also mention the peculiar experiments about sudden weight changes of humans and animals at the
moment of death. The extended monitoring of four 4GB flash drives with no casing and various information
content indicate a significant correlation between their weight variations and the fluctuations of ambient
humidity. This is an evidence for the role of humidity and hygroscopic components, at least, for long-term
weight fluctuations. A sequence of information changing experiments with such a flash drives at stable humidity
conditions shows a significant variability of the transients of the absolute mass with some dependence on the
information content. Finally, a related new experiment was carried out with olive oil and chilli pepper powder
that was dissolved in it while the mass variations were recorded and a positive mass transient of 0.3 milligram
was observed for about 10 minutes. The process represents the writing of new random information into a
medium. The only classical interpretation of this mechanism would be the compression of trapped air between
the grains by the surface tension of the oil, or that of in pores by capillary forces, and the resulting decrease of
the Archimedes force due volume reduction.
Keywords: Special issue [100], New applications of statistical physics [100]; anomalies of gravitation constant;
spurious weight fluctuations during death; new fifth force hypothesis.

1. Introduction
This paper is the continuation of our recent paper [1] about the question if there is and
interaction between bodies with correlated information content. There are various challenging
problems behind asking this question.
1.1. Anomalies of the Newtonian gravitation constant
Most importantly, the fact that the Newtonian gravitation constant G has been the least
accurately known fundamental physical constant [2,3] and such an interaction, a new
possibility for the hypothetical "fifth force" [4,5], may be responsible for the inaccuracy.
Though Fischbach's and coworkers' fifth force hypothesis of the 1980's [5] was not found
feasible, in the 1990s, several laboratories carried out new measurements with an emphasis
on enhancing the accuracy of G [2]. However, these efforts had backfired and the enhanced
measurements met with even greater inaccuracies in the short-range value of G [2], see
Figure 1. In 1999, the international organization CODATA (Committee on Data for Science
and Technology) decided [2] to increase the uncertainty of the value of the gravitational
constant from 128 ppm to 1500 ppm (0.15%).
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Figure 1. Experimental results [2] aimed to improve the accuracy Newton's gravitational constant in the period
1986-2000. The efforts resulted in the opposite implications: in year 2000, CODATA increased the inaccuracy
range of G from ~10-4 to 1.5 10-3 . Figure drawn by using the data in [2].

However, independently of these events, itself the original ~0.01% uncertainty is orders of
magnitudes beyond that of the acceptable level of other physical constants.

1.2. A hypothetical new type of the fifth force
In [1], it was hypothesized that bodies with correlated information structure may interact in a
new way that is not predicted by today's physics. This new type of interaction would cause
corrections of the potential energy VG of gravitation between two bodies with masses M1 and
M2 located at distance R:
VG  G


M1 M 2
R

.

(1)

The energy correction would be the function of the structural information content of the
bodies, the correlation of these informations, and other parameters such as distance, pattern
characteristics such as activation energy scale to maintain the pattern, size, etc. [1]. For
example, let us consider the simple situation shown in Figure 2, where the bodies A and B are
composed of three different components and the amount of each components is the same in A
and B but the structural arrangement of the components is different. For simplicity, let us
neglect all the known interactions between these bodies. Our hypothesis is that the structural
information based interaction energy will be different between A and A; B and B; and A and
B. If it is so, then it is also obvious that the weight of body A will be different from the weight
of body B because of the different strength of the new interaction between these bodies and
the structures of the earth globe.
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Figure 2. Bodies A and B have the same composition but with different structures. Does the measured
gravitation-type attraction has the same strength between A and A; B and B; and A and B ? By other words, is
there possibly a not yet recognized interaction related the correlation between information patterns in these
bodies? If yes, that does not follow from today's laws of physics, however it could serve as a potential
explanation for gravitation constant anomalies.

Without any experimental knowledge of this situation it is difficult to construct a theory
because of the too many possibilities. However the implications of such a hypothesis are very
serious. Without the aim of doing a complete analysis, we illustrated in [1] that the energy
conservation law would have an impact on the energy need of creating such a structure and
the strength and range of interaction in practical structures.
As an ad-hoc example [1], we used the mutual information I 1,2 of two digital information
structures to illustrate how such an interaction may look like
I1, 2  
i, j







p1, 2 (xi , y j ) 




 p1, 2 (xi , y j ) logp1 (xi ) p2 (y j ) 
y j H , L







x i H , L

(1)

where p1 (xi ) is the probability density function that the i-th element x i of pattern-1
belonging to body-1 has a given value (high or low, x=H or x=L, respectively); similarly
p2 (y j ) is the probability density function that the j-th element y j of pattern-2 belonging to
body-2 is a given value (y=H or y=L, respectively); and p1, 2 (x, y) is the joint probability
function of these situations. We pointed out [1] that the square of I1, 2 has properties
resembling to gravitation because by multiplying the size and mass M1 and M 2 of the bodies
while repeating the same specific patterns in them will cause I1,2 2 to grow proportionally to
the product M1 M 2 , that is, I1,2 2 scales proportionally with the gravitational force between the
two bodies. As a possible example, we introduced an interaction potential, which is a
correcting energy term to the gravitation energy given by Equation 1, in the following form

Vinf  I1,2 2
R


(3)

,

where the  is the function of the combination of physical parameters of the structure (see
examples above).

1.3. Measurements of the static interaction
We carried out the experimental tests [1] with a HR-202i precision scale, see Figure 3. No
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interaction between flash memories with the same information was detected at the given
weight resolution (10 microgram). In the experiments one flash drive filled up with white
noise was placed on the scale and its weight was determined. Then another flash drive with
the same information content was placed over it at a distance of 1 cm. Possible changes in the
weight of the first flash drive were then monitored. We typically observed a small weight
transient (in the order of 0.03) mg, which gradually relaxed toward zero within a time period
of a minute, and we interpreted this effect as an artifact caused by the thermal disturbance of
the scale's internal atmosphere when we opened its door and put the other flash drive there.
Using the negative result and our resolution in Equation 3 we obtained [1]:
N
.
(4)
  5.21*1033 2 2
bit m

Resolution: 0.01 mg (10 microgram) for weights < 40 gram
Resolution: 0.1 mg for weights 40 - 220 gram
Magnetic damping!
Sensitive for shock while placing the object! Al foil plate was used.
Satisfactory warming up takes at least several hours (days?)

Figure 3. The scale, the humidity and temperature gauge, and a 2 GB flash drive. For more details see the text
in the figure. At the experiments reported here the flash was placed on the scale together with a handmade Al
foil plate which helped to reduce the shocking of the scale thus the induced offset was negligible.

Finally, note: let us suppose the interaction exists and it does explain part of the gravitational
anomalies. Is it then surprising that we have not seen any interaction? The answer is no. We
have some 1011 bits in a flash drive and some 1023 atoms. Even if we scramble these 1011 bits,
the relative structural change in the system is extremely low compared the structural pattern
differences even between identically looking samples of pure single crystals. Our system
cannot even detect the gravitation interaction between two flash drives, thus it cannot see the
correction of gravitation forces either. Still, we had a vague hope that two absolutely
correlated 1010 bit random structures may show some visible interaction due to a "resonance"
effect, especially that this kind of absolute correlation between random structures is nonexistent in nature, thus the experiment addressed something new that was never tested.
1.4. Observation of unexplained transient weight changes in memory devices
Originally we expected only at most the static interaction outline above however, due to the
observed spurious experimental results, unexplained weight variations, see Figure 4 as an
example from paper [1], we expanded the picture with the dynamical interaction idea:






dI


1,
2


,
(5)
,,
R,
t
Vtrans  V 





dt





where the transient is caused by the changing of correlation between the information patterns
and depending on the conditions, it can show various relaxation times constants.
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Figure 4 shows the time relaxations of weight loss transients experienced in DVD disks [1].
The relaxation is faster with lower humidity which seems to contradict to simple explanations
based on loss of water from hygroscopic components due to the elevated temperature during
writing [1].

Relaxation of negative mass transient (gram)

DVD-R (Maxell) measured after burning
4.26GB white noise (two independent 1GB files repeated)
4.25GB 1/f noise (independent 256kB files)
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0.00100

0.00010
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Figure 4. Semi logarithmic plot of the absolute value of the negative mass transients in DVD-R media [1]. A
straight line represents an exponential decay. Solid line: measurements; dashed line: exponential fit. The
shortest relaxation time constant is about 5 minute and even that is much longer than the estimated thermal
relaxation time (0.5-1 minute). The longest relaxation time constant is about 15 minutes.
2GB (Toshiba) USB-2 Flash drive
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Figure 5. Semi logarithmic plot of the absolute value of the negative mass transients measured after the thermal
bath (see Fig. 7) and after information change at different conditions are shown for comparison. A straight line
represents an exponential decay. Solid line: measurements; dashed line: exponential fit. The relaxation time
constant after the thermal bath is about half of the relaxation time observed after recording or deleting white
noise from the device.
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These observed relaxations of the negative mass transient in a 2GB flash drive [1] have
significantly different dynamics compared to transients observed during cooling after
stationary external heating of a flash drive [1], see Figure 5. An MP3 player has also suffered
comparable mass loss during playing music, even though its information content was not
changed. We discussed in [1] that simple classical interpretation of the observed weight
transients could potentially be absorbed water in hygroscopic components or lifting Bernoulli
force due to convection of warm air, however comparison of relaxation time constants at the
various measurements did not seem support an obvious explanation in this fashion. If further
studies with different scales and/or better controlling of the experimental conditions provide a
quantitative classical explanation for the transient weight effects, the transient picture should
be removed from the hypothesis. However, if the information-dependence of the transient
force is confirmed, then it may mean that writing, reading or deleting the information in any
of these devices causes peculiar weight transients, which is followed by various types of
relaxation processes [1]. Note, the weight transients are sometimes positive; see the olive oil
experiment in Section 2.3.

1.5. Unexplained weight transients of humans and animals at death
We mention this issue with some hesitation due to the concerns about potential animal
experiments and due to the complexity of biological systems, however we think it is
appropriate to mention these findings about sudden unexplained weight changes of humans
and animals observed at death ([6,7] and references in [7]). In humans, in a small sample of
volunteers, a sudden negative mass change of 10-21 gram was documented at death [6], while
in various types of animals, a positive weight transient of 18-780 gram with duration of 1-6
second (with scale time constant of 0.2 second) was observed [7]. An objective critical
analysis of the situation of the experiments in [6] is given by Mary Roach [8,9] and she also
arrives at the conclusion that these experiments look serious. The main reason why we
mention these works is that we have observed similar types of (negative and positive) weight
changes when we changed the information in storage media, see above and in Section 2, and
because these papers seem to be careful works at the particular conditions with the available
resources.
In the rest of this paper we report the new experimental results obtained after publishing
paper [1].

2. The new experiments
2.1. Long-time correlations between flash drive weight and air humidity
CDs are known to be hygroscopic but DVDs are considered to be less so. They but have
much larger surfaces than a flash drive. After removing the casing of flash drives, see Figure
6, it is obvious that the surfaces which may warm up during writing and relatively small,
about 100 times less than the surface of CDs and DVDs. Thus, the effect of absorbed water
by hygroscopic components may not seem to be a reasonable explanation of the observed
negative weight transients at information exchange. However, our new experiments with
4GB Verbatim flash drive seems to contradict to this assumption.
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Over a period of 54 days, we had recorded the weight fluctuations of four flash drives of this
kind (Figure 6) with various types of information patterns. Figure 7 shows the recorded data
which clearly show correlations between the air humidity and longterm weight fluctuations.

Figure 6. Verbatim 4GB flash drive with casing removed for the experiments reported in this paper.
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Figure 7. Correlations between the air humidity and longterm weight fluctuations in four 4GB Verbatim flash
drives without casing (see Figure 6). The bottom line shows the type of information pattern used within the time
period between the vertical dashed lines. The change of information was done at the beginning of the period)

In Figure 8, the time derivative of these data is given. Because of the unknown details
between measurement points, the real information here is between the signs of the time
derivative of the humidity and weight fluctuations (data below or above the dashed line),
which shows strong correlations. The weight data relevant for different pattern types in
Figures 7 and 8 do not show pattern-characteristic dependence. In conclusion, Figures 7 and 8
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serve with evidence that at least the long-term component of weight fluctuations can be
related to humidity captured in the hygroscopic components of the drives. Weight transient
measurements in dry air atmosphere may serve crucial data to evaluate the role of humidity.
In dry air, no relaxation should be observed if the transients observed earlier are due to the
loss and regaining of water.
Humidity derivative
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Flash_2 weight time-deriv (gram)
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Flash_4 weight time-deriv (gram)
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Figure 8. Correlations between the sign of the time-derivative of the air humidity and that of the weight
fluctuations.

2.2. Sequential experimental series with a flash drive at the same ambient conditions
To reduce uncertainties due to the long-term weight fluctuation components induced by slow
humidity variations, we run a quick sequential experimental series with one of the 4GB
Verbatim flash drives with no casing. The information was changed, the weight relaxation
measured, and then new information change and weight measurements followed resulting
eight measurement sequences. The whole process took less than 4 hours while the
temperature and humidity in the room were stable. The results are shown in Figures 9 and 10.
In Figure 9, the short-range relaxation of negative weight transient is shown. The relaxation
was considered as "finished" when the weight change in 3 minutes was less than the
resolution (10 microgram). Due to the long-term components mentioned above, this may
introduce an arbitrariness in this kind of evaluation thus the time evolution of the absolute
mass of the drive may be more accurate tool to monitor the different behaviors, see Figure 10.
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Figure 9. Sequential experimental series to study the relaxation transient after information change. Because the
zero point has some arbitrariness, on the next figure the absolute mass transients during the same measurements
are shown. The numbering is in the chronological order of the measurements.
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Figure 10. Sequential experimental series with the absolute mass transients. The numbering is in the
chronological order of the measurements. The whole measurement series took less than four hours.
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It is obvious from Figure 10 that there are large variations in the behavior. In the dynamical
interaction fashion the reason would possible be the varying interacting structures within the
earth globe and the environment. However, one can also give some partial explanation
classically by using the long-term effects due to losing water and using the facts that the
writing of different types of information patterns into the flash drive takes different times due
to the way of data handling by flash drives. The ratios of time durations needed to write 1/f
noise, white noise and zeros were about 5:2:1. Thus the fact that the 1/f noise related curves
are at the lowest position in Figure 10 may be plausible however the finer details and
different relaxation speeds are not explained by this simple observation.
2.3. Positive mass transient at "writing information" into a media in a natural way
Finally we tested a new way of writing information into a medium. Dissolving a solid body in
a fluid virtually places "white noise" pattern in the fluid medium. We tried such an
experiment earlier with water and sugar however weight losses due to the fast evaporation of
water were interfering with the observed effects and we had to abandon the experiments.
This time we used olive oil (extra virgin, cold pressed) as fluid medium which has a low
vapor pressure and slow evaporation rate. The solid particles for "writing" the information
into the oil medium were chilli pepper powder mix (Sam's club). We used the well know fact
that a significant portion of chilli pepper gets dissolved in cooking oil. We placed 40 cm3
olive oil on the scale and waited until the weight stabilized. Then we placed and 4.3 gram
chilli powder above it in an Al foil plate, see Figure 11 (left). We monitored the weight of the
system which was linearly decreasing due to evaporating the water from the chilli powder
which was quite agglomerated due to its water content. Then we poured the chilli powder into
the oil and further monitored the mass. The total mass executed a well-defined positive mass
transient of 0.3 milligram with duration in the order of 10 minutes, see Figure 12.
One possible interpretation could be the dynamical interaction of varying information pattern
with patterns in the earth globe and in the environment, similarly to how this interpretation
could be used to explain the observed time dependence of gravitation anomalies at some of
those experiments [2].
Concerning a classical explanation, the only possibility we seem to have is to suppose a
transiently reduced total volume during the dissolution and the corresponding effect of
transiently reduced Archimedes force. However, the needed volume reduction to explain this
mass change is huge, 0.3 cm3, and that is not easy to explain. One effect at hand seems to be
to suppose that air bubbles captured between chilli grains are compressed by the surface
tension of olive oil. Using the surface tension value of olive oil (0.032 N/m) we can calculate
that an air bubble with 10 micron radius will have 0.06 atmosphere excess pressure, that is
about -6% relative volume change; and at this situation it needs about 5 cm3 captured air to
explain the effect. Similar possibility is air compression by the oil via capillary forces in
pores. Further experiments with other materials, especially where captured air bubbles and air
in pores can be excluded from the explanation are needed to clarify the source of this effect.
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Figure 11. "Writing information" into a media in a natural way: dissolving chilli pepper in olive oil. Left figure:
initial total mass measurement of the 40 cm3 extra virgin (cold press) olive oil in the glass, and 4.3 gram chilli
powder above it in the Al foil plate. Right figure: total mass measurements during "writing". See Figure 12.
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Figure 12. The total mass of the system shown on Figure 11. Before the chilli powder is poured into the oil, it
gradually lost weight due to the evaporation of stored water. However during dissolving it, a positive weight
transient was observed. During repeating the experiment, the same effect was observed.

3. Conclusions
The described phenomena, observations and ideas in this paper are real "Unsolved Problems
of Noise". More controlled experiments with new ideas and/or better resources may clarify
the observed effects. However, concerning the possible interaction between information
structures, even if experiments with certain sensitivity show no interaction effect, the
interactions between information patterns may exist at a lower strength below the sensitivity
limit of the actual measurements.
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Appendix
Response to the referee reports by the author (LBK) (for the proceedings of the 5th
international conference on Unsolved Problems of Noise, Lyon, 2008). The referee
reports are appended below.
General observation about the referee reports below: they represent those kind of poor
referee reports of negative attitude, which do not have any specific or significant claim
against the presented results. Instead of being factual, they argue with general terms and
feelings in a negative sense.
The specific responses are given below.
Response to Referee A.
Referee-A:
- The chapter on measurements of G is not up to date and is misleading. Figure 1 does
not include the most recent CODATA 2006. Moreover, most of the observed variations
have been nowadays understood on the basis of trivial experimental errors.
Answer by LBK: The present inaccuracy claimed by CODATA (2006):
http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/cuu/Value?bg|search_for=universal_in
is 10-4. In page 2 of the manuscript we addressed this accuracy with the following text:
"However, independently of these events, itself the original ~0.01% uncertainty is orders
of magnitudes beyond that of the acceptable level of other physical constants."
Thus, the accuracy is not satisfactory and this order of inaccuracy has been provoking the
Fifth force theories for Fischbach and others. In any case, this is only the intro of the
paper and by no means can we present a thorough literature survey about the inaccuracies
of the gravitational constant which is a controversial issue by itself. See for example,
"The Controversy over Newton's Gravitational Constant" at:
http://www.npl.washington.edu/eotwash/experiments/bigG/bigG.html
--Referee-A:
-Most of the experimental tests realized here should be performed much more
carefully, in order to avoid spurious effects, that, as also mentioned several times in this
paper, can alter significantly the result and explain the observations.
Answer by LBK: Referee-1 himself says that the issue of spurious effects were
mentioned in the paper. Yes, among others, the particular role of humidity was especially
analyzed and other possible sources or errors were also pointed out. It was made clear
that the present infrastructure at the author's place allowed only this limited control of
measurements. For example, experiments in dry air atmosphere would be a much better
control however that was not accessible for the author. Therefore, the experimental
results were presented with indication of the possible artifacts, and the whole matter was
presented as an Unsolved problem of Noise in accordance with the spirit of the meeting
where the paper was presented. The goal was to take the attention of people with better
environment to these newly discovered weight fluctuation effects. The existence of

weight fluctuations during/after recording information is a fact based on these
experimental results. What needs further experimental and theoretical clarification: what
is the source of these fluctuations. A clear Unsolved Problem of Noise.
--Referee-A:
-Bibliography is extremely poor and sometimes ridiculous (for instance the
quote of weight variations at death from Wikipedia).
Answer by LBK: The discovered experimental effect is new thus there is not much access
to references. Moreover, the specific flavor of the Unsolved Problems of Noise
conference allows using some exotic references, too. Some of those exotic references had
mainly an entertaining purpose.
--Referee-A:
-The experiment with cold pressed extra virgin olive oil and Sam’s club chilli pepper
looks like a tease for the reader. Again, it would require much more care to control all
spurious effects.
Answer by LBK:
Indeed, the olive oil experiments were added mainly as entertainment however the
experimental results are also facts and a classical explanation based on capillary force
and compressed air volume were also given. The specific flavor and history of the
Unsolved Problems of Noise conference allows using some exotic data. There are many
historical examples, such as the paper "Can electrical vestibular noise be used for the
treatment of brain diseases?" at the last conference in Lecce, Italy, 2005, see at
http://upon4.unile.it/speakers.pdf
---

Response to Referee 2.
Referee-B writes: "This paper scares me quite a bit." And then he cites Irving Langmuir's
"Symptoms of Pathological Science" as the justification of that fear. We agree with
Referee-B that Irving Langmuir's list can indicate a scary science. However, we disagree
with the relevance of these points. Specifically:
Referee-B:
1. The maximum of barely detectable intensity, and the magnitude of the independent of
the intensity of the cause.
Answer by LBK: Absolutely irrelevant argument indicating that Referee-B have not read
the paper carefully. The sensitivity of the scale was 10 microgram with the flash drives,
CDs and DVDs and weight fluctuations were typically in the range of 700 - 3000
microgram. Thus we were beyond the "barely detectable intensity" by a factor of 70 300.
--Referee-B:
2. The effect is a magnitude that remains close to the limit of detectability; or, many
measurements are necessary because of the very low statistical significance of the
results.
Answer by LBK: Absolutely irrelevant argument indicating that Referee-B have not read
the paper carefully. The existence of these massive weight fluctuations was not a question
of statistics.
--Referee-B:
3. Claims of great accuracy.
Answer by LBK: Absolutely irrelevant argument indicating that Referee-B have not read
the paper carefully. Great accuracy was never mentioned and the specific accuracy of the
scale was always documented.
--Referee-B:
4. Fantastic theories contrary to experience.
Answer by LBK: There were no "fantastic theories" only a hypothesis which may be
called fantastic if the author claimed that this hypothesis was the only explanation. But
that did not happen. Instead, the author wrote that most probably the classical
explanations, which were given in the paper, were relevant, however the present results
cannot exclude the possibility of a new mechanism.
---

Referee-B:
5. Criticisms are met by ad hoc excuses thought upon the spur of the moment.
Answer by LBK: Absolutely irrelevant argument indicating that Referee-B have not read
the paper carefully. First of all, all the criticisms were done by the author himself, as selfcriticism. And the various possibilities were indicated and analyzed as much as
experimental infrastructure allowed that.
--Referee-B:
6. Ratio of supporters to critics rises up to somewhere near 50.
Answer by LBK: Absolutely irrelevant, even it would be true. At this point Irving
Langmuir is wrong. Scientific truth is independent of the number of supporters or critics
or the ratio of them.
==============================

Finally, the self-assessment of this paper by author is as follows:
LBK: Say, 98% is the probability that the classical explanations given in the paper
describe the observed weight fluctuations. Say, 1% is the probability that something else,
but still classical effect, is responsible for the effects. Finally, say 1% or less is the
probability that a new mechanism, such as the one hypothesized, is responsible for part of
the effects.
The goal of the paper is to take the attention to this problem to achieve an ultimate
clarification of these newly discovered weight fluctuations.
===

